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Abstract 
Improvements in barley yield have been attributed to reduction in height based on the utilisation of the semi-
dwarf habit, controlled by the sdw gene(s).  These genes have been reported as pleiotropically linked to long 
season development and high screenings.  Use of alternative sources of short straw may allow for the 
advantage of short stiff straw without the detrimental effects of late flowering and small seed.   
In this preliminary study the germplasm tested as an alternative to the sdw plant types, and the characteristics 
of their progeny, is reported.    Results indicate that alternative sources of short straw are available and may 
be useful parents in Australian breeding programs, given intensive recurrent selection and crossing.  The 
undesirable associations between sdw1.a, late maturity and small kernel size can be broken using the same 
methods.  It is proposed that intercrossing selected individuals from this study, which carry different genes 
for short stature, may lead to further improvement in grain yield and other characteristics. 
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Introduction and Background 
Improvement in the yield of modern barley varieties has been partially dependent on reduced lodging 
through selection for shorter straw following the incorporation of semi-dwarf genes.  According to 
Franckowiak (1987)1 ‘semi-dwarf’ mutants include any lines which reduce height and are viable as 
homozygotes.  However, for the purpose of this paper semi-dwarf lines are considered to be those reported to 
carry genes designated sdw or denso.  The term ‘alternative sources’ will be used for lines carrying other 
genes for height reduction. 
 
The sdw1.a gene, induced in the cv. Jotun2, has been incorporated into many 6-row and feed varieties in the 
USA, and cv. Yerong in Australia.  This gene is reported as linked to reduction in malting quality3 and 
delayed heading date, and is not recommended for the breeding of cultivars in regions where any delay in 
maturity can have negative implications for grain size and quality – such as the semi-arid regions of the 
upper Midwest of the USA,4 and presumably much of the Australian cereal growing areas. 
 
The denso (sdw1.c5/ sdw1.d2) gene, which is allelic to sdw1.a, originated in an X-ray mutant of cv. Valticky, 
and has been mapped to the long arm of chromosome 3.7,8  In the mapping study of the Blenheim*E229/6 
population Barau et al. (1995)5 could not separate one of the QTL for heading date from the denso locus; 
implicating it directly to the developmental process and, like sdw1.a, with delayed heading,7,8 increase in 
tiller number, low kernel weight and high screenings.9,10,3  The denso gene, which has no reported 
detrimental effect on malting quality, appears in the pedigrees of a significant number of European varieties 
adapted to the long growing conditions of that region.  
 
Franckowiak11 (1995) has surmised, given the range of maturity and height genes reported, that it should be 
possible to exploit the semi-dwarf genes in breeding programs without the undesirable phenological and seed 
size traits.  Due to the interaction between these genes and growing season conditions there are contradictory 
reports of the effect of sdw genes on yield.  Early studies report a positive yield response arising from a 
reduction of lodging-related yield loss, but more recent research found that the semi-dwarf cultivars gave 
little significant advantage under both rain-fed and irrigated conditions.12,13  Zhang (2003)14 has theorised 
that with reliance on such a narrow range of dwarfing genes in breeding programs further increases in yield 
cannot be maintained. 
 
Numerous other genes for short straw have been reported (ari, brh, cud, Dwf, ert, fol, glo, lax, lin, lnt, lzd, 
mnd, nld, sca, sdw, sid, sld, wnd, uzu, Zeo15,1) with most exhibiting pleiotropic effects leading to reduced 
vigour and / or yield.  The uzu mutation has been extensively used in Japanese breeding programs suggesting 



that use of alternate short straw genes such as this might have positive attributes even though this gene is 
widely reported to determine undesirable characteristics such as thermosensitivity16 and dense spike17. 
 
This paper describes preliminary studies of germplasm tested as alternative sources of short straw, and the 
characteristics of their progeny. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Eight lines with varying developmental patterns were selected from the UWA germplasm collection on the 
basis of plant height or reported short straw (Table 1).  Poco, Indian Dwarf, Jotun, UC476 and CI3694 are 
barley lines selected on reports that they carry genes for height reduction, and Suifu, Arupo, Yagan and 
Mudeungssalbori on the basis of consistent short stature under local field conditions.  These genotypes were 
crossed / backcrossed to one or other of two locally adapted and commercially popular cultivars of tall 
stature (Stirling or Hamelin).  The list of crosses made (Table 2) includes three others: Jotun (sdw1.a) was 
crossed to Stirling to test if the linkage to small seed size could be broken;  Kaputar was crossed to Blenheim 
(denso) to test the theory put forward by Fettell et al. (1999)10 that the former carries one of the sdw alleles 
for height; and Weibull (glo-b) was also selected due to it short stature and crossed to a large-seeded local 
breeding line WABAR2110 to test the prospect of ameliorating associated globosum characters, particularly 
small seed size. 
 
Table 1: Listing of parental lines: phenology and morphology. 

Name BVP 
duration 

Photoperiod 
response 

Maturity 

(sown late May) Rows Height 
(to top of peduncle) 

Kernel 
size Notes 

PocoA Very short Poor Very Early 6 45cm <<Stg VS to mildew, poor straw 

Indian DwarfA Very short Strong Very Early 6 35cm <<Stg VS to mildew, poor straw 
UC476D Long Poor Late 6 90cm <Stg  
CI3694C Short Strong Medium 2 65cm =Stg  
JotunB Moderate Poor Med.-late 6 55cm <Stg sdw1.a 
SuifuB n.a. n.a. Late 6 50cm <Stg uzu 
WeibullA n.a. n.a. Very Late 2 45cm <<Stg globosum-b 
YaganB Short Strong Early 2 65cm >Stg CIMMYT type 
ArupoB Moderate Strong Medium 2 50cm <Stg CIMMYT type 
BlenheimB Long Poor Late 2 65cm <Stg denso  
KaputarB Moderate Strong Medium 2 50cm >Stg CIMMYT type  
MudeungssalboriB n.a. n.a. Med.-late 6 55cm <<Stg uzu 
HamelinC Short Strong Medium 2 75cm =Stg Local cv 
StirlingC Short Strong Medium 2 75cm  Local cv 
Height Classification under Western Australian conditions; A = Double dwarf, B = Dwarf/Short, C = Normal, D = Tall                                      n.a. = not available Stg = Stirling 

 
Table 2: Short straw x Local crosses 
Cross 
Code Pedigree Short 

Pedigree 
Cross 
Code Pedigree Short Pedigree 

99T002 Arupo*Stirling Apo/Stg 02T214 Suifu*Hamelin Suifu/Hml 
99T019 Indian Dwarf*Stirling InDw/Stg 02T245 Weibull*WABAR2110 Wbl/2110 
99T033 Stirling*Mudeungssalbori Stg/Mnb 03T256 Hamelin*Apo/Stg-009-5 Hml//Apo/Stg 
99T034 Stirling*Yagan Stg/Ygn 03T259 Hamelin*Bln/Kpr-101-01 Hml//Bln/Kpr 
99T038 Stirling*Poco Stg/Poco 03T260 Hamelin*InDw/Stg-24-04 Hml//InDw/Stg 
99T040 UC476*Stirling UC476/Stg 03T262 Hamelin*Stg/Jtn//Hml-52 Hml/3/Stg/Jtn//Hml 
99T056 Blenheim*Kaputar Bln/Kpr 03T264 Hamelin*Stg/Mnb-103-04 Hml//Stg/Mnb 
99T057 CI3694*Stirling CI3694/Stg 03T266 Hamelin*Suifu/Hml seln Hml//Suifu/Hml 
00T024 Stirling*Jotun Stg/Jtn 03T267 Hamelin*UC476/Stg-16-01 Hml//UC476/Stg 
01T121 Stg/Jtn F1*Hamelin Stg/Jtn//Hml 03T268 Hamelin*Wbl/2110 seln Hml//Wbl//2110 
      

 
F1 progeny from most of the crosses were grown in the field together with their parents and data was 
collected on the timing of awn appearance and plant height.  Equivalent progeny from the remaining crosses 
were grown in the glasshouse over summer.  All F2 populations and subsequent generations were sown in the 
field in late May and grown, with supplementary irrigation, at the University of Western Australia’s Shenton 
Park Field Station in Perth. 



 
Topcrosses / backcrosses using the local parent Hamelin were made to selected F1 and F2 lines, and the 
resulting seed was then grown over-summer for multiplication prior to field evaluation. 
 
Data on the timing of maturity, height and natural disease infection were recorded for each F2 and F3 
population and following harvest, the yield and kernel size of cross individuals were noted for comparison to 
Stirling or Hamelin.  For the purpose of this preliminary study plants were classified as ‘short’ if 10 or more 
centimeters shorter than Stirling controls.  Selections based on these criteria were included in the specific 
short strawed nurseries for evaluation over sites and seasons. 
  
Results and Discussion 
Parents 
The developmental and morphological details previously recorded for each parent are shown in Table 1.  
Although parents did vary in their duration of BVP, response to extended photoperiod and the timing of 
maturity, there were no clear correlations between these traits and head type, plant height or seed size.  This 
would suggest that plant stature is not necessarily pleiotropically related to the delayed maturity or small 
seed reported in sdw / denso genotypes. 
Grain yields of Kaputar, Blenheim, Yagan, CI3694 and Arupo have been recorded as similar or greater than 
Stirling in some experiments or field trials.  The grain yield of the remaining parents has been significantly 
lower in small plot trials in Perth, but they have not been studied in any detail and may offer yield 
advantages under different management or environment. 
 
F1 details 
All field grown F1 individuals expressed equal or greater height than their tallest parental line.   
This implies that short stature is inherited as a recessive in these crosses, as reported in all dwarf phenotypes 
excepting the Zeo and Dwf lines.15,18,19,20 
 
Hybrid Populations: 
i. Arupo Populations 
The Arupo parent is a CIMMYT selection which has consistently expressed short height under local 
conditions.  When the F2 population of Arupo*Stirling was grown in 2001 the average plant height was 
59cm, and the ratio of short to tall was approximately 2.5:1.  The majority of individuals were found to 
mature later than Stirling and produced smaller thinner grain. 
Thirteen F2 lines were selected and multiplied in 2002.  All F3 individuals from 12 selections were short and 
predominantly late.  Disease resistance was poor. 
 A selected F3 line was topcrossed to Hamelin and a high proportion of the resulting TC1F2 individuals were 
shorter than Stirling but later in maturity.  Kernel size was greatly improved with 3 of 5 selections of similar 
or better size than Stirling. 
 
The above F2 data would indicate that short stature in Arupo is a dominant trait, which is supported by the 
high proportion of short individuals among the F2 and F3’s.  Of the two dominant sources of dwarf stature 
reported; zeocriton (Zeo)18,19 and dominant dwarf (Dwf),20,15 it is speculated that Arupo could carry the Dwf2 
gene.  Height reduction of Arupo progeny relative to Stirling is not as extreme as that reported by Falk 
(1995)15  which may explain the tall height of the Arupo*Stirling F1. 
 
ii. CI3694 Population 
CI3694 is a scald resistant Egyptian landrace from the United States National Small Grains Collection. It has 
been reported to carry two additive genes which control height (Kozera, 1984)21 but its height did not differ 
significantly from that of Stirling, and the F2 progeny from the CI3694*Stirling cross had an average height 
of 75cm.  Although one individual was measured at 50cm it was not selected for harvest due to poor vigour. 
It is unlikely that CI3694 would contribute to Australian breeding efforts for short straw. 
 
iii. Indian Dwarf Populations  
Indian Dwarf is very early maturing and of very short stature (Table 1).  The F2 population from its cross to 
Stirling segregated for plant height (13 tall : 1 short), with maturity significantly skewed toward earliness.   
The mean height of this population was 84cm, with the shortest individual 10cm taller than its dwarf parent.  



As the population was characterized by susceptibility to mildew, weak straw and small seed size, very few 
selections were made, and one was crossed to Hamelin. 
The resulting TC1F2 population produced a limited number of individuals with height of 60cm or less, with 
improved straw strength and seed size compared to the F2’s. 
 
Although Indian Dwarf was previously reported as carrying the sdw1 gene, Zhang (2003)14 has since 
contradicted this, and that decision is supported by the strong photoperiod response, short BVP and poor 
straw strength found in this parent not corresponding to the normal phenotype for sdw genes.   
Franckowiak (2002c)22 described the slender dwarf 5 (sld5) mutant found in Indian Dwarf as a spontaneous 
mutant, where the earliness gene Eam5.x may has a secondary effect on height.  The seedline used in this 
study appears to be similar to that description given the dominance of early maturity in the Indian 
Dwarf*Stirling F2 population and the poor inheritance of the dwarf height among the progeny. 
 
iv. Jotun Populations  
Jotun is a source of the sdw1.a gene and this cross was made to investigate the possibility of combining 
shorter stiffer straw of Jotun with plump grain, high relative yield and acceptable malting quality. 
The F1 of the cross Stirling*Jotun was crossed to Hamelin in 2001.  The resulting TC1F2 population 
segregated for plant height, row number and disease resistance.   10% of the population was harvested for 
further evaluation and a short straw TC1F3 selection with a height of 55cm was backcrossed to Hamelin.  
From the selections made it is highly likely that short strawed progeny derived from Jotun can achieve grain 
plumpness and yield close to that of the Stirling or Hamelin under local conditions.  This assertion is yet to 
be confirmed in large plots over environments when malting quality of these individuals will be obtained. 
 
v. Mudeungssalbori Populations  
Mudeungssalbori was released in Korea as a lodging resistant, naked variety and displays the reported uzu 
feature - shortening and widening of all plant organs. 
The F2 population of Stirling*Mudeungssalbori had an average height of 92cm.  It segregated for plant type 
(1 uzu: 6.4 normal) with the majority of the population flowering earlier than Stirling.  Relative to Stirling 
average kernel size was lower, and 11% of lines exhibited shorter stature.  The uzu types ranged from 60cm 
to 100cm height (mean 84cm).   
Only a single non-uzu individual of height less than Stirling was harvested, the other individuals in this 
category had low vigour and yielded poorly.  That selected non-uzu F2 individual was crossed to Hamelin 
and, in the TC1F2 generation, no lines expressed any uzu traits and only 6% measured 55cm or less.  The 
average yield of the short straw selections was significantly less than that of all other topcross populations 
examined.  Kernel size was comparable to Stirling, and appears to be of a slightly more plump and shorter in 
length. 
 
Mudeungssalbori may carry a gene for earliness or photoperiod sensitivity which, when combined with the 
short BVP and strong photoperiod response of Stirling, results a high proportion of early progeny (>80%).  
The uzu gene is reportedly linked in coupling to dense and long spike23 and uzu plants are insensitive to the 
two growth hormones GA3 and brassinolide.24,25   The spike phenotypes are pleiotropically affected by the 
hormone insensitivity genes, but do not appear to correlate with height – given the combination of 
phenotypes displayed in the F2 population of Stirling*Mudeungssalbori. 
The uzu plant type has been associated with reduced height for many years, but can be affected by daylength1 

and temperature.26   In this study it appears that these factors may contribute to variation in height, given the 
range of height among uzu types, and the shortening of culm length without any other traits normally 
associated with the uzu gene.   
 
vi. Suifu Populations  
Suifu is a Japanese variety.  This line was selected due to its height and uzu pedigree following the discovery 
in the Mudeungssalbori populations of non-uzu short stature lines.  Suifu was crossed with Hamelin to 
examine other possible uzu sources of short straw with better yield and vigour. 
When the F2 population of Suifu*Hamelin was grown, more than a quarter of the population exhibited height 
reduction compared to Hamelin.  An F2 selection was backcrossed to Hamelin.  The BC2F2 population 
exhibited no lodging or straw break and about 25% were of shorter stature than Hamelin.  Grain plumpness 
and yield were the highest among all the BC2F2 populations. 
   



As was found for the Mudeungssalbori parent, the uzu plant type is not exclusively associated with short 
height and it is likely another genetic mechanism governs the expression of plant height.  Examination of the 
results would indicate this gene is likely to be recessive.  Suifu does not appear to carry the same 
development genes as Mudeungssalbori, given the difference in range and frequency of maturities of each F2 
population. 
 
vii. Poco Populations 
The F2 population of Stirling*Poco had an average height of 69cm, ranging from 40cm to 105cm.  Heights of 
55cm or less were correlated (0.29) with early maturity, though this was not an exclusive relationship.  
Average straw strength and kernel size of F2 plants were lower than in Stirling, with all shorter individuals 
highly unadapted – found to be very early and late maturing only.  The few selections made from the F3 
generation were later to maturity than Stirling. 
 
Poco has been reported to carry the sdw1 gene and second gene for short stature.17  Given the poor 
photoperiod response but early maturity of this variety, the second influence on height is likely to be a 
recessive earliness gene.  This theory is supported by the skewed range of maturities and heights in the F2 
population, where height was found to be dwarf only in the very early (sdw1 + ea?) and late maturity groups 
(sdw1). 
  
viii. UC476 Populations  
Although reported as a dwarf type in the literature, UC476 is significantly taller than most local varieties in 
the same season of growth.  The F2 population of UC476*Stirling had an average height of 89cm and 
contained no individuals of height less than Stirling.  Three F2 selections, all 70cm in height, segregated in 
the following season, with two individual F3 plants measuring 60cm and 55cm.  When one of these lines was 
crossed to Hamelin the resulting TC1F2 progeny were of greater height than Hamelin. 
 
Mickelson and Rasmusson (1961)17 found UC476 to have short height in their summer growing environment 
and have postulated the involvement of two genes.  In this study, carried out during winter, UC476 expressed 
taller height than Stirling and the F2 population combining these two lines expressed no individuals a height 
shorter than Stirling.  UC476 offers little potential in the local environment as a parent of short stature lines. 
 
ix. Yagan Populations 
Yagan was released in Western Australia from a CIMMYT breeding line and has been extensively used as a 
parent in the local breeding program.  Yagan has been described as a ‘tall-dwarf’ as its average height is 
taller than most dwarf types, and may vary considerably with cultural conditions. 
When the F2 population of Yagan*Stirling was observed, the majority of plants were early, with no 
individuals exhibiting maturity later than Stirling, and all plant heights equal or greater than that parent. 
Yagan is acknowledged as a useful parent through its potential for the production of short stature plants with 
large kernel size and adaptation.  However it is unlikely that there are any genes for height reduction in this 
variety and details of environmentally induced variation in plant height of Yagan have yet to be critically 
examined. 
 
x. Weibull Populations 
Weibull originated from the Swedish seed company of the same name.  It is likely that this short stature line 
is one of the original globosum-b (glo-b) mutants, as the plant has globe-shaped seed with shortened culms, 
leaf blades and awns, and reduced kernel size and weight. 
This line was crossed to a local breeding line, WABAR2110 (a doubled haploid line from the cross 
Stirling*Harrington*Yagan), which consistently produces good seed size. 
The majority (80%) of the F2 population exhibited short stiff straw and many selections were made.  In the 
F3 generation there was a wide range of maturities, from early/medium to late. Although height and maturity 
were not linked exclusively to the glo-b gene, all glo-b types exhibit short straw. 
Average yield and kernel size of the F3 individuals were often greater than Weibull, but lower than Stirling. 
A selected non-globosum F2 individual was crossed to Hamelin and the TC1F2 population, producing 
relatively few short plants (<20%), with only 5% of lines expressing a height similar to Weibull.  Removal of 
the glo-b gene improved kernel size but not yield. 
 



The pleiotropic effect of the glo-b gene may mask another genetic mechanism for height control in Weibull, 
given the non-globosum individuals found in the TC1F2 generation with height equal to that of Weibull and 
less than both Hamelin and WABAR2110.  However it is more likely the shorter individuals are simply due 
to transgressive segregation, as the number of lines with height equal to Weibull were very low and did not 
fit any gene inheritance ratios. 
 
xi. Kaputar Populations 
Kaputar was released in Australia from a selection out of the Arupo’S’ bulk population from CIMMYT.   
The cross of Kaputar by Blenheim was made to the test theory put forward by Fettell et al. (1999)10 that 
Kaputar may carry a sdw gene.  The cross produced F1 plants taller than both parents and there was a very 
low frequency of short individuals in the F2 generation - which suggests that the gene carried by Kaputar is 
not neither sdw1.a or denso.   
 
Yield 
The average yield of individuals from any generation of the crosses made in 1999 to 2003 were significantly 
lower than the two parents Stirling and Hamelin.  A small percentage of high yielding individuals were 
produced in each cross which equaled or exceeded that of the local varieties.  Recurrent selection and 
topcrossing with local lines increased the average yield in each population cycle. 
In 2004 the populations of Hamelin//Suifu/Hamelin, Hamelin//Arupo/Stirling and 
Hamelin//Blenheim/Kaputar produced the greatest frequencies of high yielding lines (24.4, 23.5 and 23.6 %).  
 
Conclusion 
Despite the complex of environmental conditions and range of genes reported to affect height this trait can be 
readily observed and selected.  This preliminary study has identified many sources of short straw that can be 
utilised in breeding for reduced height - given parental expression of short height in the target environment.  
The detrimental traits normally associated with short straw mutants; reduced vigour, seed size or yield, have 
been eliminated with intensive recurrent selection and breeding with locally adapted lines. 
 
The concentrated use of the semidwarf genotypes in worldwide breeding efforts appear justified, with 
evidence from the Jotun populations in this study that the linkage between sdw1.a and late maturity can be 
broken.  Therefore the effects on seed size and other traits from sdw1.a and denso may not be pleiotropic, but 
a reflection of selection methods for short straw and maturity in those regions where this has been reported.   
 
The uzu and glo-b genes may mask alternative genes for height control in some lines and the potential of 
such lines can only be evaluated by cross production and population analysis.  Comparison of two uzu 
varieties Mudeungssalbori and Suifu found the latter was a better parent than the former for height, yield and 
seed size – illustrating that the potential of crosses is not necessarily limited by the gene(s) controlling 
height, but by the total compliment of genes in each parent. 
 
Topcrossing and backcrossing of dwarf selections to Hamelin produced short strawed individuals with 
appropriate adaptation and acceptable yield and seed size.  This may be a reflection of either the increase in 
adaptation with backcrossing, or the general combining ability of Hamelin. 
Further large scale testing across years and environments of the selections made during this study is still 
required to identify the most adapted individuals and complete a comparison with local varieties. 
 
Experiments by Polok et al. (1997)27 found evidence of hybrid vigour in crosses involving induced semi-
dwarf mutants and their parental lines.  In this way it is hoped that the combining of height genes in a similar 
genetic background may also lead to increase in yield and vigour.  Intercrosses between adapted, plump 
seeded, high yielding individuals identified in this study may combine the desirable characteristics from each 
topcross family within short straw progeny.   
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